SPANISH LITERATURE FROM THE 19TH CENTURY TO PRESENT

General Description
This course will consider the most important moments of Spanish literature from the inception of romanticism, at the beginning of the 19th century, through all the changes of the 20th century and ending in the literary movements of the early years of the 21st century. There will be a historical, social and literary approach to the most outstanding movements and authors. But the fundamental aim of the course is reading, analysis, and commentary on the texts to be chosen from amongst the most significant of each period.

Content
0. General introduction to Spanish literature
1. Spanish romantic literature
2. Spanish realistic literature
3. Spanish literature between two centuries: modernism and the generation of 98
4. Spanish literature in the first third of the 20th century: the generation of 14, the avant-garde and the generation of 27
5. Spanish literature in the post-war years (40’s and 50’s )
6. Spanish literature in the 60’s and 70’s.
7. Spanish literature from the transition to the present day.

Assessment
1. Active participation in class, forums, commentaries on the texts, complementary tasks and other activities proposed throughout the course: 40%
2. Group work on item 4 above (class presentation and essay writing): 20%
3. Midterm exam and final exam (questions on theory and commentary on a text studied in class): 40%
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